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of early marine gastropods. Olfactory responses to waterborne cues were investigated in four marine
hydromedusan species, two of which are commonly encountered during spawning and hatching on sand and

silt. A single olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) in the sensory tentacles of these species was found to be
sensitive to both the odor of a non-volatile egg yolk steroid and waterborne carbon dioxide (CO2). These
responses are consistent with those previously described for hydromedusans, although the strength of

response to CO2 was less in our specimens. The binding spectrum of the ORN receptor was broader than that
previously described, extending to more volatile odors such as dimethyl disulfide (DMDS). This receptor
responded to DMDS in a broader concentration range than previously described. The responses to male
odorants may also have been observed, but these data must await future investigation. The behavioral

responses of the brooding hydromedusans Aplysia dactylomela and Partula stagnalis to the waterborne cues
were investigated in bioassays using bilaterally perfused electro-olfactorgraphs (EOG). In addition, the

behavioral responses to the odor of a dead, molting male P. stagnalis were investigated to test the
hypothesis that this cue may be important for selection of male partners in the successful establishment of
parthenogenetic progeny. Behavioral responses were limited to a relatively restricted time of the assay. The
time courses of behavioral responses were quite variable, and the magnitude of response was generally low.
The response to CO2 was variable and a necessary part of more general behavioral responses, suggesting

that the response to CO2 may be closely related to general behavior. DMDS and DMDS-like compounds
elicited clear c6a93da74d
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